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yiaine Game Heads Kum Back Weekend Activities
College Anticipates Record Alumni Attendance
Gauss Emphasizes Smoker Adds Finis
Humane Traditions To Freshman Caps
Dwo

ChrUtian Gauss, ProfessorI Emeritu, o.: Modern Languages at
Princeton Universtty and President
Phi Beta Kappa, addressed the
Udent body on Humane TradiZ, during chapel period Friday.

Bixler Illustrates
Life Philosophies

■\Ve arc living i"
"
"In the mosque of Santa Sophia
I auential age of all civilization," said
in Istanbul, one feels the balance
Uan Gauss. "Therefore we all
between static perfection and the
ought to know and emphasize the
desires of life," said Dr. Julius
I humane traditions."
Seelye Bixler in the chapel last
Through his work at Princeton, Sunday evening, Nov. 9. "One is
Dtan Gauss knows Professor Ein- conscious of the mystery of infinity
slein well, and reported that that
stretching out from all sides, but
scientist was both frightened and there is hope in the illumination
apprehensive because people do not from above. "This," said the Colby
realize how rapidly they must ad- College president, "represents a baljust to the new world created by anced personal philosophy, with
I ,he advent of nuclear fission.
mind, body, and spirit in harmonConsidering ajl quantum power ious proportion."
the

most

,n

as 1, Gauss said that the ratio between,the power available from the
time of Adam and Eve to 1937, and
that utilized in the past 10 years, is
1 to 40.000.000. "We in America
are most likely to solve the problem of adjusting to the new age
because we have experienced two
revolutions: the changed ratio of
men to land, and the ratio of men
to power." he explained.
Dean Gauss pointed out that this
responsibility does not indicate that
America is superior to other nations, however, because Americanism is not contained in blood, but
in circumstances and faith.
We are dependent on the ancient
Greeks for our conception of cosmos and cosmopolis, which are still
essential to the sciences. The He(Continued on page four)

Dr. Bixler was the speaker at the
CA Religion Commission's first college vesper service of the year.
About 300 students, faculty members, and townspeople were on
hand to hair his address on "Three
Philosophies of Life" in which he
analyzed the attitudes which make
for a successful college career.
He drew analogies from architectural masterpieces such as the
Taj Mahal, which typifies to President Bixler the tradition-minded
and static individual. Aiiother illustration was the Minarchi of Madura, India, an extraordinary temple which can be compared to the
person who grasps aimlessly for
one desire after another.
William Perham conducted the
worship service, and music was
furnished by the college choir.

Garnet Prepares Back To Bates
For Tough Game Set For 14th

Freshman rules for men officially
ended last Monday night at the
Freshman
Decapping
ceremony
held in Chase Hall and presided
over by Norm Card.
The program included a skit
showing the various phases of meal
time at the Commons presented by
the men of John Bertram. Smith
North gave a parody on various aspects of life on the Bates campus,
including a typical freshman class,
a Friday meal at the Commons,
and a scene at a favorite spot of
night club life for Bates men. The
program presented by Smith Middle included a skit on freshman
rules, a quartet, a parody on a football locker room pep talk, and
finally a surprise package for uppcrchhssman Charlie Radcliffe.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE ALUMNI COUNCIL CONFERRING WITH PRESIDENT PHILLIPS—Harry W. Rowe, '12,
Treasurer, Ruth Goodwin, '36 John E. Buddington, '30, President Phillips, Adelbert M. Jakeman, '27, Association President, Parnel Bray, '38,
Lester E. Smith, Executive Alumni Secretary.

Lipstick, Legs, Strait - Jackets
Create Laughs For Haze Day

Smith South's contribution to the
affair was a minstrel show with va"Hey, Bill, if we catch cold in
rious musical selections by Willie
our legs, then Stu-C will be sorry."
Barbeau, Bob Lapointe, and Wal"Don't worry, Jim, the girls
ter Ulmer.
never do."
Refreshments were served after
"Oh, Ellie, doesn't Ralph have
the ceremony.
simply divine legs?"
"Hey, Moe, button my coat up
the back, will ya?"
These are only a few of the remarks heard around the campus
during freshman Haze Day last
Monday, as straight-jacketed, lip"The Sins of Nationalism" was stick b^esmudged, air-raid-minded
the topic of an address given by freshmen executed the commands
Dean Gauss, national president of of their masters — the upperclassPhi Beta Kappa, at the first meet- men.
ing of the Bates Round Table this
Wearing clothes backwards with
year, This, the 51st meeting, was one leg rolled up the the knee and
held jointly with the Bates chapter "strafing" enemy aircraft were mild
of Phi Beta Kappa Thursday at 7:00 compared to what some of the perat a formal dinner held at the Man- sonal flunkies had to do. Making
sion House, Poland Springs. Pre- beds, cleaning roms, shining shoes,
siding at the meeting were Prof. brushing clothes, carrying trays,
Angelo Bertocci and Dean Harry writing letters to kid brothers, and
even taking lecture notes were
Rowe.
Committees for this dinner for among the orders of the day.
At the command "Sound Off"
100 people consisted of Mrs. Ross,
chairman, Mrs. Sampson, Mrs. given by an upperclassman, some"Carnival", a one act play written
Harms, Mrs. D'Alphonso, and Airs. thing like this could be heard:
by James Facos, was presented by
the Lewiston-Auburn Little Thea Carroll.
Other meetings throughout the
ter. Inc., 'before a meeting ilast
year
will be held at Chase Hall.
Monday evening, Nov. 10, at the

Dean Gauss At
Formal Dinner

MacMurray Is Group Enacts Play
GarnetArt Head Written By Facos
The art department of the Bates
Garnet has announced that beginning with the next issue, Bud MacMurray will be in full charge of the
»rt work done in the magazine.
MacMurray
succeeds
William
Perkins who was associate art editor last year. He did several drawing: and the cover for the Winter
issue. Perkins will complete the
work for the forthcoming issue.
The full page illustration for William Senseney's story "Search
Ended", appearing in the current
issue of the Garnet is done by MacMurray.

Clubs Form Committee,
Oversee Politic Action
A coordinating committee of po'ical dubs has been formed by
official representatives from the CA
Public Affairs Commission, Student Federalists, and the Debating
Council.
u

As the first step in coordinating
* <l emphasizing extra-curricular
Political activities on campus the
"•formal committee selected students to petition the Student Activities Committee to create one
n
'ght a month . for campus-wide
Political discussions and to remove
lh
e conflict in meeting dates be•*«n Student Federalists and the
Political Club.
n

K. J. Anthony house in Auburn.
The cast included Ruth Murphy
and Joyce Lyon, both veteran performers of the Little Theater group, j
and William Paradis. Miss Frank
was director.
"'Carnival',"
says Facos, "is
based on the image: The world is
a carnival ruled by Kismet. It is
more or less a double action piece:
the action of idea and the action
of incident, dealing with five people
and their individual relationships
with the carnival lion called Kismet."
Miss Florence Furfey, '47, was
in charge of make-up for the production, which was one of two plays
presented that evening.

Dr. Bertocci Speaks
Before CA On "Love"
"What Do We Mean by Love?"
is the topic on which Dr. Angelo
Bertocci will speak at the all-campus fireside meeting of the Chr.stian Association next Tuesday
night, Nov. 18, it has been announced by Louella Flett who as
CA vice president is in charge of

All College Organizations Hold
Varied Programs Tuesday Night

Frosh Introduce New
Talent At Football Rally Rev. Gleason Speaks At
The Colby Rally, held at Alumni
Gym Friday, Nov. 7th, was put on First Newman Meeting
by the freshman class. In front
of the backdrop of the Colby Mule
and the Bates Bobcat, Jim Anderson, dressed in top hat, tails, and
dungarees, and carrying a cane, led
the rally. On hand were Johnny
Gaffney's cheerleaders and the
band.
A skit starring Elsbeth Thomes
and an "anonymous" fellow proved
to Colby they'd better watch out!
From there on just about everything happened — potatoes were
thrown into the audience, there was
a funeral procession, and even a
real mule was brought into the
gym.
Joyce Gilman, talented drum majorette of the Freshman class did a
specialty number accompanied by
the band.
After a rousing welcome, "Ducky"'
Pond said it would "be tough from
here on in" and that "anything can
happen." He congratulated the
Freshman football team and added
that they could help on the defensive line in practice for the Maine
game. Al Angelosante, again acting Captain, said a few words
about the coming games and the
spirit behind them.
Jim Anderson led the group in a
few familiar songs, and the program
ended with the singing of the Alma

the program.
Arrangements for the meeting,
f
which
is scheduled for 7pxn. m
he idea of coordinating committee was proposed in THE STU- Chase Hall, are in the hands of
■*«T last month by editorial Nancy Hudson and Mary Francs
Wr
"ers Glenn Kumekawa and Da- Turner.
J"d Tilhon. THE STUDENT also
°°k the initiative in calling this
rst
meeting of club representatives.
A Bateson-the-Air radio broadcast will be presented today at: 4.30
over WCOU. The committee n Mater.
charge consists of Louella Flett,
Remember! The rally startt
chairmen Floyd Smiley and S an
■J 8:00 p. m. Friday. Alumni,
The game with Maine starts
Moody. The program will consist
acuity and students invited.
at 1:30 Saturday afternoon. Be
of interviews with some of the
■• food, but plenty of laughs.
there early to get the best seats
and a prevue
newly-appointed members to the
,
v,,
wiiac will
win
of what
for the beat game of the year.
"•PPen to Maine on Saturday.
Bates faculty.

Bates-On-The-Air

"My name is Ray Sennet, I am
20 years old, I am in the class of
1951, I live at 24 Frye Street, phone
3321, Beat Maine."
Those freshmen who had private
masters had to clear the way for
said master and salaam at his command.
One of the biggest laughs of the
day was on the fellows who diligently stood before a mirror for
hours, branding their foreheads
neatly with the numerals '51—only
to find upon reaching their first
class that the printing was in reverse.
Several people enjoyed hearing
about the prof who didn't know
what was going on and when half
a dozen freshmen fell at on their
backs en masse, thought the walks
were crossed with wires.
From all indications, Haze Day
was enjoyed by freshmen as well as
upperclassmen.
As one sophomore remarked,
"The only thing that could beat it
would be a Haze Day for freshman
girls. Oh boy!"

Politics Club
Mr. Edward S. Herman, a new
instructor in the Economics department, spoke before the Politics
Club at their regular monthly
Tuesday evening. November 11, in
On Wednesday, Nov. 5, at the
Libbcy Forum.
Marcotte Home, the Newman Club
Following Mr. Herman's speech
held its first meeting of the year.
James Heller, president, introduced on the Aspect of Inflation, a disthe other new officers: Lois McEn- cussion period was held. Plans
aney, vice-president; Isabelle Pla- were made for small discussion
neta, secretary; Richard Daly, groups, open to members and those
still desirous of joining the club,
treasurer.
to be held at the homes of various
Tentative plans were made for
professors.
a meeting at the end of the month
The tentative plan of sending
and a Christmas communion breakthree
delegates to Springfield, Mass.
fast.
Appointees to several new
committees were announced: Active for a conference on aspects of
Membership Committee, Richard American Foreign Policy was also
McMahon, chairman, Jane Hos- discussed.
gola, William Paradis, Richard
king, Mary Duda, Michael LateScott; Entertainment Committee,
D o r o t hry Fitzgerald, chairman,
Jeanne Gillespie, John Gaffney,
Gilles Morin, and two freshmen to
be announced; Press Relations,
Paul Cox; Auditing Committee,
Joseph- Kittredge, chairman, and
Jean Harrington.

Refreshments were served at the
close of the meeting.

MacFarlane Club
A program commemorating the
centennial of the death of Felix
Mendelssohn was the subject of the
monthly meeting last night of the
Macfarlane Club.
The progra mconsisted of various selections by Mendelssohn, including two movements from his
piano concerto played by Everett
Brenner; a flute solo by Lois
Youngs; vocal selections by Joyce
Baldwin and Robert Smith; and
records of the Italian Symphony
and a violin concerto.
Marilyn Deston presented a paper
on .Mendelssohn's life. A short
business meeting preceded the selections.

Don't forget the informal
dance in the gym at 8:30 p. m.
on Saturday evening. This also
is part of the "Kum-Back"
weekend.

Canterbury Club
The Rev. Robert Sweetser, rector of St. Michael's Church in Auburn will speak before the Canterbury Club next Sunday, Nov. 16 at
7:30 p.m. on the subject "Why I
(Continued on page four)

Following this business meeting,
the Reverend Father Gleason, .newly appointed chaplain, gave a talk
on "Preservation of the Faith".
Members afterwards gathered about
him to suggest topics for future
talks.

By John Heckler
Maine polished off Bowdoin to
the tune of 13-0 last Saturday. Th.s,
built on the solid 33-6 win over
Colby two weeks ago, makes them
great favorites to cop the Series
come Saturday here on Garcelon
Field. With the exception of one
loss to strong University of New
Hampshire, the Black Bears have
had one of their best seasons in
many years with wins over Rhode
Island State, Northeastern, and
Connecticut. A win or tie will give
them the championship, and a Bobcat victory will only mean a split
decision, which could carry three
ways, depending on the BowdoinColby outcome. The Pondmen head
into their final grid contest of the
'47 campaign with their backs
against the wall and full knowledge
that only a win can return them to
the top.
The Orono team has been coming along great guns since their
only loss on October 11. The line
has shown improvement and the
necessary reserves are at hand and
able to spell the first stringers in
all departments of the game. Not
only has this club got depth, but
there is individual brilliance there
too. Zollo at guard is a little AilAmerican and Marsankis at tackle
made All-State last year. "Flash"
Gordon is an able center, and Alan
Wing is one of the best ends in the
state. Backing up their line is a better than average backfield sparked
by Henry "Rabbit" Dombkowski
who is tops in scoring in this section of the country. He's assisted
ably by Phil Coulombe, Reggie
(Continued on page four)

Under the title of "Kum-Back"
week end the events scheduled for
the weekend of the 25th have been
pushed to this coming Friday, Saturday, and Sunday. All plans made
by the alumni association will be
carried through this weekend.
Although some students who returned the 25th will not be able to
make it again an excellent turnout
is expected since many of the Bates
alumni will be on the campus for
the Maine Teachers' Association
convention.
The first event of the weekend
will be a streamlined version of the
pre-football game rally to be held
at 8:00 p. m. in the Alumni Gym
for students, faculty, and alumni.
An open house for alumni and faculty at Chase Hall follows the rally.
On Saturday morning, at 8:00,
breakfast will be served to the
members of the Alumni Council
and the "Alumnus" Advisory Board
in Fiske Hall and Commons.
At 10:30 a meeting of all members of the Alumni Council will be
held in the Chase Hall lounge.
From 11:30 to 12:30 a lobster stew
buffet luncheon will be served for
alumni and faculty in the Alumni
Gym.
At 4:00 p. m. the Women's Athletic Association will hold a tea for
faculty and alumni in Chase Hall.
One of the gala events of the
weekend will be the Kum-Back
dance to be held in the Alumni
Gym with Lloyd Rafnell's orchestra.
An open house at Thorncrag
cabin for students, faculty, and
alumni is planned for Sunday from
2-5 p. m.

Stu-C Names Date Federalists Plan
Of Frosh Elections Open Meeting
The coming Freshmen elections
were discussed at the last Student
Council meeting, Wednesday night,
November 5, and the dates for nominations and elections announced.
On December 4 the entire class
will meet in the chapel. Both men
and women will sbumit written
nominations for class president,
vice-president, secretary, and treasurer; the men will nominate candidates for Stu-C and the women for
Stu-G. The two candidates with
the greatest number of written
votes for each of the six offices will
be the nominees.
On December 9 the class will
elect its four officers, and the men
and women will elect their Stu-C
and Stu-G representatives respectively from these winners.
At the BCC meeting held yesterday afternoon, November 11, the
food situation was discussed and
last year's food report was mentioned.

The executive council of the Student Federalists chapter will hold
its next meeting at 8:45 p.m., Tuesday, Nov. 18 in Room 5, Hathorn
Hall. As there is no regular meeting of the entire club, anyone interested in the work of the Student
Federalists, whose slogan is "World
government in our time", is invited
to attend.
At present Everett Tuttle is conferring with Dr. Zerby on the matter of obtaining time for a chapel
program, while Joseph Mitchell is
trying to change the meeting date
from Tuesday evening because of
the conflict with the Politics Club.
At the last meeting, it was decided to charge 25 cents dues per
semester in addition to the fee of
$1, which is required of all national
members.

Last spring the Federalists sent
representatives to Augusta and
sponsored a world government resolution before the Maine legislature
which failed in passage, according
to Senator Cross, principally because of the late date in the session
at which it was introduced.
Wednesday, Nov. 12
The present membership of the
Stu-G. Freshman Installation 7 club now number 26, 12 members
p.m.
having been graduated last June. Thursday, Nov. 13
Lambda Alpha Women's Union
5 p.m.
Friday, Nov. 14
Football Rally 7 p.m.
Alumni Open House, Chase Hall
9-12 pjn.
The Maine Teachers' Association
Saturday, Nov. 15
Convention,
originally scheduled for
Alumni Council Meeting Chase
October 30 and 31, will open for
Hall Lounge 10 a.m.
two days here tomorrow.
Maine Game Garcelon 1:30 p.m.
One of the highlights of the ConBack to Bates Dance Alumni
vention
will be a book exhibit on
Gym 8:30 p.m.
W. A. A. Tea, Chase Hall 4 p.m. display in the Alumni Cage.
Sunday, Nov. 16
Meetings will be held under the
Thorncrag Open House 2-5 p.m. direction of Mr. Woodworth, suTuesday, Nov. 18
perintendent of the Lewiston PubCA monthly Meeting, Chase 7 lic Schools from 1:30 to 5:00 on
Thursday in the Chapel and Little
p.m.
Theater. The closing session will
Wednesday, Nov. 18
Career Conference, Carnegie 7 be on Friday from 9:00 to 12:00
noon in the Chapel.
p.m.

Calendar

Teachers' Convention
Opens Here Tomorrow
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Frosh "Finders" Fill File; Alumni Kum Back For Lobster,
For Every Field, A Fact But Cancellation Can Be Fun

By Charles Cl«rke
Twenty-seven freshmen have had experience in public
"speaking, 32 play musical instruments, an equal number have
edited school publications, and 49 have sung solos. These, as
well as many other interesting and useful facts about the class
Hi thar! How be ya Doc, and the
so recently emerged from freshman rules are all on file at the
rest of you fellas?
CA office in the care of genial "Scotty" McKinnon. The source
Seems like our Stanton Elm was
of this information is the freshman "interest finders", which are decorated — again. A terrific piccards filled out by as yet only 145 of the 230 members of the ture, huh? Anybody in it we know?
class, indicating their experience in a wide selection of fields
Listen to this one!
There's a
Published weekly during the college year except the summer semester. and their interests as to work in the CA.
member of our faculty who has
Entered as second-class matter at the Lewiston P. O. January 30, 1913
According to these interest find- consumed more liquid poison than

under the act of March 3, 1879.

A Message From' 'The Mirror"

L Svijaee TUide .,\

Why Is US Feared
By Other Peoples?
1947 issue of "The

Recently the campus received the
Mirror.' Congratulations to last year's board for the great
improvement—but now we all want a still bigger and better
yearbook. How ?
For one thing, it should not be the rush job of a handful
of harried seniors. "The Mirror" is not exclusively a senior
project, although it usually ends up as such, and it wants
ideas and people. There's lot to be done if you are interested
in writing, business managing, layout, and other fields. We
will see you Monday at 7 p.m. in the smoking room of the
Women's Union.
Also everyone is asked to turn in their best snapshots
of activities and people. If you like to pour over the candid
shot section of the yearbook, why not contribute to it? Watch
the bulletin board for further details on this.
We have, ahem! been wondering how you would react to
our raising the price a dollar, so that we won't get caught
between rising costs and the ability to pay for all the things
we want in this year's "Mirror."
So you see all we want from you, if you want a better
"Mirror", is a little money, plenty'of snapshots, any ideas
you may have, and lots of help.
The "Mirror" Staff

Sound Off
The Thanksgiving vacation being just about settled this
year as far as duration is concerned, the Outing Club directors and the Student Activities Committee have been
wresfc-ling with another aspect of the problem.
Since most of the students will remain on campus, the
above organizations are attempting to plan an all-campus
function for the holiday. Running in the lead at this time
sems to be a suggestion to have the main meal at noon rather
than in the evening. Students would travel to a nearby
Grange hall in the afternoon, hold some sort of a rustic
clambake there, eat supper, and return to campus in the
early evening.
Before these plans can be crystallized, however, there
are several steps to be taken. It's not known at this time
whether the main meal can be served at noon or not, for
example. But this and similar problems can be worked out
by those planning the affair.
In the meantime, we students can help. Let's start
thinking about this cuting. Do we want it? Let the Outing
Club know it then. Have we any ideas about the program itself? Let Billias and Co., Inc., know about them too.
Frcm the few details we've heard so far, it sounds like a
good idea. Don't keep ycur opinion to yourself.
Harry Jobrack
Barbs
Last Saturday night's driving rains seem to have ended
the forest fire threat for this season. Before the ashes get
cold, however, we'd like to have another two cents' worth.
It is the opinion from several sources that the Bates
men contributed a great deal in the emergency. That their
efforts were a sacrifice for them, no one can deny. Not the
least part of this sacrifice was time — time which many
could ill afford to give from already crowded schedules.
Everyone on the administrative staff from Prexy on
down has bent over backwards to make
the readjustment to
normal classroom routine as easy vas possible for the firefighters. The large majority of the faculty has cooperated in
the most gratifying manner. Tests were postponed, lectures
regiven, assignments temporarily lightened to enable the
men to catch up.
It has been the actions of a small minority of the faculty, however, which have left a bad taste in the mouth of
the student body.
These few have done much to dampen friendly student■•-,, -ltv-administration relations. They have found loopholes
in the letter of the law and failed to take into consideration
the spirit of the law.
Students' obligations to our society was the theme of a
recent chapel talk given by a faculty member, yet some of
the speaker's colleagues have stated that they could see little
or no reason for our contribution to a portion of society in
need.
The students, the administration, and most of the faculty have given generously. We wholeheartedly condemn
those few Who have been uncooperative merely because of a
selfish reluuctance to see their own personal routines disrupted. We are not particularly proud to have those people
at Bates.
Harry Jobrack
And Bouquets
Now that we're potten rid of our barbs, we'd like to hand
out a few bouquets. Outside of athletics, the freshman class
has participated in three major events as members of a class
and not as individuals: the Colby rally, the men's decapping
ceremony, and the girls' debibbing party.
We missed the girls' show, but from all reports, it sounded excellent. We saw the other two events and we know first
hand that they were very good too.
All these affairs were well organized and well staged,
showing talent and originality. The freshmen have made
three major contributions to campus life, and they are batting 1.00O. Our congratulations and thanks to them.
Harry Jobrack

By Bill Stringfellow
(This is the fourth of a series.)
"We are afraid of America . . .
we are beginning to hate America."
That sentence was contained in a
statement issued at the Oslo Conference by the Indian delegation. It
expresses incisively the attitude
that is developing abroad because
of certain American policies.
I realized in Europe that much
of the bitterness and fear with
which we are being regarded
abroad is based on misinterpretation, ignorance, and misunderstanding. Our most well-intentioned
plans, from our viewpoint consistent with democracy, backfire because of the fact that we are the
greatest power in the world. The
rest of the world has had experience before with powerful nations
and well-intentioned plans that became hideous and ruthless imperialisms.
We are resented abroad because
we are the "haves" and they are the
"have nots". It is hard, for example, for an Englishman, be he
ever so sympathetic with the United States, to explain why our removal of price control after nego-1
tiation of the British load was anything less than a swindle. It is difficult for a displaced person to un(Continued on page four)

ers, a large number of freshmen
have had experience as camp counselors and Sunday school teachers
and in conducting social periods.
Those with musical talent do everything from baton twirling to playing the snare drum and guitar. One
freshman plays the organ. The
piano is the instrument played by
the greatest number of new students.
On the "interests" side of the
card, it is not surprising to find
that all but 15 of those who filled
out the cards are interested in coeducational relationships. Next in
popularity is work with incoming
freshmen, which was marked by 55
members of the current freshman
class.
—
Other popular fields are inter-faith
relationships, 41; inter-racial relationships, 35; and work with small
children, 32.
Probably the most novel case is
that of the one boy who reveals
that he wants to tutor "marriage
and the family".

Ode To
The Pre-Socratics

any other person on campus. At a
tender age he downed a bottle of
cyanide and is here to tell the tale.
T'warn't his twin brother either.
And still Hub and Jan insist that
it was a moose that went lickitysplit across the Bowdoin campus
the weekend of the Bates-Bowdoin
game. Of course they were the only
ones that saw it, but as they were
still standing there with their eyes
bulging out, two policemen came
puffing up and panted that they
were chasing a moose. That's their
story.
Uh-huh, we've got some frosh
that are captivated by those big
brown eyes of our Lu Flett.
Speaking of two-somes, just
leave it to Grady and Rosasco to
figure out a new method to workyour-way-through-college. Just ask
'em.
How about signing off with
BEAT MAINE"?
The Whit. *

Size, Cost, And Cut
Ad Worker's Worries

(From notes on Cultural Heritage)
My heart leaps up when I behold
By Florence Lindquist
The Pre-Socratics, wise and old.
"A
two
inch ad won't show up
Teaching little Greeks the grind
nearly
as
well
as a larger one, and
Of elementals undefined.
besides, if you take a larger ad
So if I am not and am not I
And change is sense and senses fly there'll be room for a cut."
In following philosophy —
Greek to you? Possibly. But it's
Then I am glad I am not me.
not Greek to a member of THE
STUDENT
advertising
department, under the direction of Carol
Peterson.
Armed with information about
STUDENT ads and lists of potential and past advertisers, the ad solicitor's main job is to get those
As for actual writing, Mrs. Carads. How does he do it? He tells
roll thought that no novel could be
the business man exactly what he
written in less than a year's time.
wants to know about an ad for
She has actually thought of ideas
THE STUDENT and how that ad
for novels in a short space of time
and after a week of planning has can help his business.
Information about ads includes
begun work. Most of her novels
deal with Maine people, and her •many things. Ads run in size from
first, "As the Earth Turns", was two to ten inches. The cost of the
ads is a little more involved than
produced as a play in Maine.
Mrs. Carroll lives in South Ber- the size. There"* are many terms of
wick with her husband whom she settlement and subscription . from
married in the Bates chapel the day which the "advertiser may choose.
after being graduated, and two He may take the ad for one issue
children. She has traveled exten- at a time or he may run his ad for
sively but always returns to Maine seven issues or for one-half a seand its people.
mester.
Gladys Hasty Carroll began writMany advertisers like to include
ing at an early age, and by the "cuts" or pictures of their products.
time she reached Bates her mind
A cut not only draws attention to
was made up as to major. Her first
an ad but also livens up its appublished works were in Sunday
pearance.
school
magazines
and
juvenile
Ads in THE STUDENT are
stories. Other books include "A Few
Foolish Ones", "Neighbor to the there for more than decoration.
Sky", "I, Fred, Take Thee, Meri- They tell the reader what there is
del", "Head of the Line", and "Mist and where it is in town, helping to
promote business for some stores.
on the Mirror".
Revenue from ads is a large part of
finances used for publication of the
paper.
The function of the advertising
staff is an important one.

Lambda Alpha Links Twin City
Girls With Stu-G And Campus
By Beatrice O'Brien
One of the most active clubs on
campus is composed entirely of offcampus girls.
Back in 1925 two Lewiston-Auburn girls, Betty Jordan and Catherine Lawton, got their heads together and organized the LambdaAlpha Society. The Greek letters
stood for Lewiston-Auburn, and
thus their club was for local girls.
They felt that off-campus and dorm
relationships would be furthered by
such a club.
The college offered the new club
$50 to furnish what is now the
"town room" in Hathorn Hall, on
the condition that the members
themselves would raise a like sum.
The coeds accepted the challenge
and proved their ingenuity by presenting a stunt night. The result?
Fifty dollars in proceeds.
Many other gifts were contributed by people only indirectly connected with the doings of the society. Among these was a contribution of $25 from the Alumni Club
of Portland.

The girls then set out to furnish
the Lambda-Alpha room in Hathorn
Hall. This room, to the right of the
front entrance to the building, had
been the college library before the
erection of Coram Library. Later,
in 1937, it ^vas re-furnished in
maple.
As yet the club has not had a
telephone installed. The year after
the society was founded the members tried to obtain one, but were
unable to do so. They are still hoping, however. "That's one thing we
can always do — hope!" says one
cheerful sophomore.
Lambda-Alpha, the town girls'
contact with Student Government,
has a house council which functions
much the same as those in the
dorms. The council plans functions
and sees to it that errant freshmen
suffer for their sins during the period of rules enforcement.
The town girls also have a representative to Stu-G. This year Rae
Eastman was elected to that post.
On Npv. 29 the group plans to
hold a cabin party at Shirley

|

'
i
I
|

The lobsters are still on ice |
ready for this week end.
For some, the weekend was a i
complete success. That is, some of
the girls had their long-wished-for
dates with certain men they had
admired all through college, but
who had never had the courage to
ask them out. The Hobby Shoppe
was the scene of many hapr>y re- [
unions, and the Bates alumni were
seen roaming about the campus rediscovering their favorite haunts.
For others, the return home was
the most exciting part of the week
end because they had to travel |
through such fire areas as perilous
Route One. Six of the girls, appre- I
hensive of this trip, started for
home early, only to run out of gas |
near one of the busiest fire areas.
According to Chairman Smith,
even though the cancelled weekend
was a big success, there is a large |
enough reservoir of alumni to provide for a still bigger Bates-Kum
Back Weekend.

POLITICS PREFERRED
C. A. Public Affairs Commission

Gladys Hasty Carzoll '25
Gives Interview At Peck's
By Midge Hathan
In the book department of a
large store, a small woman in blue
was surrounded by friends and admirers as she sat in front of a
stack of books signing her name in
each copy. The book, "While the
Angels Sing", the woman. Gladys
Hasty Carroll, Bates '25, author of
many other novels about Maine.
Mrs. Carroll has been visiting in
Lewiston and last Thursday was in
Peck's to sign copies of her latest
novel.
,Mrs. Carroll seemed pleased to
see Bates students and was willing
to tell about her life at Bates and
of her success in writing She was
a major in English and assisted
Professor
Berkelman for three
years in that departmont. While at
Bates, she was active in the public
speaking department, wrote publicity for the Alumni Office, was a
member of the Spofford Club, and
bore the title of women's editor on
THE STUDENT. She was graduated I'hi Beta Kappa.

committee of the Alumni Council
was held as scheduled with only
one member absent, but other com.
mittees had a few minutes of hairtearing when they had to decide
momentous problems like what
should be done with all those
doughnuts and the lovely lobsters
which they had planned to stew.

By Joyce Taylor
"Kum back, kum back, oh kum
back my Bonnie to me!"
Such will be the college theme
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday during
Bates-Kum-Back
Weekend,
Alumni Secretary Lester Smith's
hopeful second edition of Back-toBates Weekend, rescheduled, complete with Maine game, because of
fire.
According to Mr. Smith, however, Back-to-Bates Weekend, despite its cancellation, turned out to
be a real reunion, especially for the
Class of '47. So many members of
this class did come back to Bates
that a Saturday night dance had to
be held anyway. There was even
an orchestra on hand for the occasion!
And the Class of '47 was not the
only one represented, for many other alumni also appeared on the
scene by plane, train, automobile—
anything that would bring them
back to Bates.
Gardner Alexander '29 returned
for the first time since he was
graduated.
Larry Carey, doing
graduate work in Chicago, flew
here by plane. Gladys Bickmore
arrived from Washington, D. C.
• Indeed many sections of the country were represented in spite of the
tire warnings.
The meeting of the executive

By Arthur Darken
FRENCH SELECTIONS

and Raymond Sennett
1 "The extremes have grown at the {
expense of the center."

The recent DeGaulle victory in
the French elections is of great im- Newsweek:
"To the astonishment of every-1
portance to the US. To understand
what it's all about let's take a back- one including DeGaulle the R.P.F |
surged vigorously into the lead."'
ward glance.
Nation:
Until 1941 when Hitler attacked
"Insofar as the French election
Russia the Communists opposed
was
a choice between Soviet Russia |
the war. In the meantime France
and
the United States, the U. S.
fell, and DeGaulle, who was AntiRed, formed a resistance force. The won hands down."
Communists, out in the cold, were Christian Science Monitor:
"DeGaulle is reported to be more I
unable to gain control of the underground nor of the provisional gov- interested in obtaining American
ernment after liberation because of military commitments to help de-1
fend France against an invasion I
his opposition.
Many
Frenchmen,
however, from the East than he is in Mar-[
feared DeGaulle had dictatorial as- shall Plan aid."
pirations and it became increasing- How We Look At It:
The concensus of opinion seems I
ly difficult for him to handle the
provisional government. Rebuffed, to be that DeGaulle has won a
he virtually retired from politics. smashing victory at the expense of
The Communists for a time became the center. Until DeGaulle commit*
himself further we shall reserve our |
the biggest party in France.
This year DeGaulle returned to opinion of him.
We note, however, that DeGaulle I
the political scene basing his appeal
upon an anti-Communist stand. seems to be opposed to socialistic!
The center, led by Socialist Pre- experiments, and if France should |
mier Ramadier and M.R.P. Bidault, become again a completely capitalwhose strength he has sapped, pro- istic state the results would be farfess to see in him a threat as grave reaching. If capitalism should get I
as the possibility of Red domina- France back on her feet again, it
might even mean the end of So-1
tion.
The significance of DeGaulle's cialism in Western Europe.
victory in reflected from the follow press exerpts:
The New York Times:
"By eliminating the middle parties the election has neatly drawn
the line between the Gaullists and
the Communists."
Wall Street Journal:
"The spectacular success of DeGaulle's party seems to mark a shift
from tolerance of Communism to
militant anti-Communist in the
minds of many French voters."
The New York Times:

We also note that DeGaulle it I
opposed to a federalist Europe.
Further, we can see that he has I
wanted and now wants an entirely
new constitution for France and a
concentration of power in the executive branch. Many observers see
less stability in France as a result of
DeGaulle's comeback and his present policies.
For better or worse, DeGaulle is |
again the outstanding political figure in France. What he does can
well shape history for decades. He
is a man to watch.

EXCHAlsTO-E GOLTJIwCIsT
Inspiring Football . . .
Here's what "The ,Massachusetts
Collegian" has to say about the
Bates-U. of Mass. football game:
"The Chapel bells could not be
rung,
Nor steins of beer be skoaled;
The songs of State were never
sung
Bean's cottage on Tripp Lake.
These affairs are usually given in
the fall and spring at Thorncrag or.
if possible, at a private cottage.
Supper meetings are held once a
month in the Women's Union, and
it is at these times that the girls
certainly appreciate one another's
talents in the culinary line.
Under the management of Miss
Buck, advisor, and Roberta Sweetser, president, the Lamda-Alpha
Society now looks forward to its
22nd year of social activity on the
Bates campus.

The day that Bates was bold.
Definition of a parasite: A man |
The Bobcats scored, the sun
who goes through a swinging door J
held high,
on someone else's push.
• • *
On Blanchard's intercepted pass;
They scored again—a darker
Vicious Circle: . . .
sky—
MEN! God bless them, they don 11
No touchdown yet for U. of
know what they want!
Mass.
If you smile at him, he
Our line and backs began to
thinks you're fining.
roll,
If you don't flirt, he think*
And made our score so quick
you're an iceberg.
and keen;
If you let him kiss you, 1"
Too late! Defeat was not the
wishes you were more |
goal.
reserved.
But we are six and Bates fourIf you don't he'll seek con-1
teen.
solation elsewhere.
The men stood on the sunlit field
If you flatter him, he I
Where once the boys had
thinks you're simple.
played.
If you don't, he thinks you |
They played to guild the U. M.
don't understand him.
•shield,
If you go out with other j
To win the game, whence
fellows, he thinks you're |
glory's made.
fiickle.
Let this be said of U. M.'s test.
If you don't, he thinks no
They lost the first and won the
one else will have you.
rest."
"The Kearsage Beacon"
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Colby Upsets Bates
In Surprise Victory

the current the varsity will welcome th
iese men
to the squad next fall.

* ^ coming up and
5
5^ °;ates home games of
P>thr^
p-;;;|t ^ the Uni.
this tma
draw ' the
•***■ Mai-' «
leW oi '"TTIK- Bobcats will

i W
£*'pin
" frr.iewith
Maine for
a He*'

W»*£"£t
,;,!» (they can do it by
■V .he Black Bears
ndisputed championl«ck'henn
,bv a vicW
0f opinion seems
in 'springing their major

te,
ky«Saturday.
"l.r Colby was really

Jesse Castanias played his best
game of the season against Colby
He has ben consistently improving
and for one who never played in
the backfield before taking Walker
Heap's place, he has shown up well.
We had never seen the sleeper
play worked effectively in a game
before and thought we were in for
a treat during the freshman game
when end Hal Cornforth sneaked
over to the sidelines. It was on the

The Colby Mules rose up in all their fury against the Bobcat of Bates last Saturday afternoon at Waterville and pinned a 12-7 loss en the Garnet, in what will go down in the
records as a perfect example of State Series uncertainty. A touchdown in the second period
only served to make the Mules kick all the harder, for they clearly dominated play for
the remainder of the afternoon.

/ HMT Ht
( ATTWI *OAl

Bobkittens End Three
Game Series With Last
Minute Loss To Bridgton

&- <5™SJ

ART

BLANCHARD
POUND ACE BACK
INUFS TO ROM UP

DA6E" ArlD POINTS
THE BOBCATS-

HE SAY^V
.
•

Mi THE AH-OR \
*OOB BYE
'
TNfcAHpy

M**—y*
litady for the Bobcats and that they
Ipbved their best brand of ball. The
lBobcats. on the other hand, were
loot in their peak form. This is quite
linderstandablc. No team can ext maximum efficiency week afItn week, without slowing down
[just a bit. and there's no telling
I vhen the off weeks will come.

same side of the field as the Bridgton bench, but neither the team on
the field or those on the bench noticed him. There was no player
within ten yards of Hal, but he just
couldn't hang onto the ball. Don't
feel bad, Hal, it could happen to
anyone!

the afternoon. Bill was hurt in the
game and didn't get home until six;
the wedding was at seven. He took
special pains that Norma didn't
learn of his injury until afterwards.

Al Hewlett is aonther ••ndividual
Saturday will be the last gridiron who deserves a lot of credit in view
I duel on Garcelon for seniors Al of his play this season. Weighing
SPORTING GOODS CO.
Augelosante. John Thomas, Len only 150 pounds, he has been in
Hawkins. Ru-- Burns, and Mike there for almost the total time
&
every game. Next to Art Blanch| Melody.
58 Court St.
ard, it is Al who the opposing
The freshman football schedule teams plan their defense against,
I came to a close with last Friday's
for once loose, he is gone.
pme against Bridgton. The postBill Paradis of the freshman team
poned Maine Annex contest will
was
married the same night after he
[ aot be played. Coach Huether has
We Specialize in School & College
I done a fine job with his frosh. and played in the Huntington game in
Equipment for Every Sport

First downs
Yards rushing
Lost rushing
Rushing net
Forward passes
Passes completed
Yards passing
Intercepted by
Total offense
Punts
Hunts ave. (ser.)
Yards penalized
Opp. fumbles rec.

Colby
15
260
15
245
5
3
23
1
283
5
39
35
1

Bates
8
149
18
131
8
3
35
1
184
6
38
32
0

DRY CLEANING
"SAN IT ONE" Service

Cummings
Cleansers and Furriers
(Formerly Watkins)
Agent:
Mirjorie Lemka, Frye St. House
Phone 3820 for Routeman

HOLLYWOOD
BEAUTY SALON

Special Rates To
Bates Students
Tel. 6727-W

Auburn, Me.

Quality

Service

You've Tried the Rest,
Now

Try

the

Best

SAM'S
Original Italian Sandwich
268 Main St.

Tel. 370
79 Lisbon St.

Lewiston

The 1947 season came to a close
last week with the play-off of the
championship, Middle-John Bertram
clash. The boys from J.B. came out
with an 18-12 win. The game was a
close one from the opening kickoff to the final whistle.
Other games of the week were
the South-Off Campus encounter
on Tuesday and the final game was
between South and Roger Bill.
South dropped the first to OSi
Campus, 18-6, but came through in
the closing minutes of the Roger
Bill meet to net South a 12-6 victory.
Walt Sorenson

W. A. A. News

Twelve girls went down to
the Bowlaway Alleys last week
for a swell time. Between the hours
of three and five on Thursday afternoons the rates are reduced for
WAA-ers, so go on down tomorrow and try your skill. Jan Beechie,
dropped a heavy weight on his foot, Florence Lindquist, and Rita Stuart
are working under Jean Kelso in
receiving a broken bone.
charge of this activity.
Wally is a resident of Lewiston
Volleyball practices for girls are
and played four years of stellar
held
Monday afternoons in Rand
football at the local high school. He
was an immovable fixture at tackle gym at 4:30. June Ingalls is in
and played on one Maine State charge and promises plenty of fun
Championship football team.
He for all. The co-ed volleyball will
likewise played four years of base- start November 24 and continue for
ball, his positions being first base four weeks until December 12.
The hockey coaching session with
and right field. His diamond crew
won the State Championship all Miss Scougal last week was very
thorough going and extremely helpfour years.
Entering the University of Maine ful. The teams put in two hours of
in '42, Wally remained there one drills and play, which made the
semester, and captained the fresh- girls wish they had more time to
man football team. The service snend on the sport. In Scotland,
claimed him that February; it was where Miss Scougal teaches hockey
the infantry. He graduated from at a boarding school, the girls play
OCS in July of '44 and specialized notthing but hockey in their phys.
STATE SERIES
as an instructor in mortars. Wally ed. classes for six months of the
Won
Lost P.C. saw overseas service in New Gui- year, two afternoons every week.
1.000 nea, Manila, Northern Luzon, and Miss Scougal was very patient with
Maine
2
0
.500 the Lingayen Gulf. He was dis- us and carefully explained all our
Colby
1
1
.500 charged in August '46 and entered errors and misjudgments. Girls
Bates
1
1
.000 Bates one year ago.
from Gould Academy and Edward
Bowdoin
0
2
Saturday
Wally was regular tackle all last Little High School watched the
Colby 12,. Bates 7.
season on the Glass Bowl team. He practice. An informal tea was held
Maine 13, Bowdoin 0.
weighs in at 216 lbs. and is 6 ft. 1 in the Rand reception room immein. tall. Wally was married in Feb. diately after the practice, and the
Remaining Games
'44 to an old classmate from high girls enjoyed meeting Miss Scougal
Nov. 15
school, and has a son, Michael Pa- very much.
Colby at Bowdoin
Nancy Norton-Taylor
trick, born during finals last year.
Maine at Bates
Courtesy

"The Store oi Service
and Experience"

COLLEGE

Kept out of the lineup this season
until the Northeastern game, Wally
Leahey has returned to his tackle
position in the Bates line. It was
just one day before practice began
early in September that Wally

losing streak, for they were continually beating the Bates line to
the charge, and had its offense
stopped cold.
In the final quarter, Blanchard]
punted to the Colby 20. Protecting'
their 6-0 lead by using a ground
attack only, the Mules drove 80
yards in 17 plays to another touchdown. The conversion again failed,
but Colby had a two touchdown
lead with time rapidly running out.
Nick Valoras received the kickoff and returned it to his own 25. A
pass from Blanchard to Al HowThe rest of the first period was lett was good to the 35. When Valplayed with the ball being trans- oras passed to Bill Cunnane on the
ferred from side to side, with no 50, the Bates stands came to life.
real scoring threats. It was two Blanchard and Valoras worked the
long punts of 62 and 48 yards by ball to the Colby 30. Art, who had
Miller of Colby that caused the been held in check all afternoon by
Bobcats to lose valuable yardage a well-planned Colby defense, broke
and midway through the second through his right tackle and was
quarter the Mules got posession on away for 30 yards and a touchtheir own 40. They then proceeded down. Johnny Thomas booted a
to launch a 60 yard drive that car- perfect placement and that's the
ried them to their first touchdown, way it ended, Colby 12, Bates 7.
which came on a pass to Alex in There was just time enough left for
the end zone from within the 15 a couple of plays.
The Bobcat offense was able to
yard line. The conversion was no
click only on two occasions, at the
good but Colby led at half time.
beginning of the game and on the
There was no scoring in the third
final drive. Otherwise Colby clearly
period, but the Bobcats were kept
demonstrated that there has been
in their own territory. It was now
much potential power in their team,
evident that Colby had definite inand all they needed was the right
tentions of erasing their 10 game
time to bring it to its greatest useBATES-COLBY STATISTICS fulness.

The game started out with the
Bobcats in possession of the ball
and it appeared, just as it did last
week at Bowdoin, that Bates was
going to walk away with the game
at the outset. They looked like
champions as they drove down to
the Colby 23 yard line before losing
the ball on downs. It was no more
than a yard short of a first down,
and as the game turned out, was a
blow to the Bates cause. Figuring
in this drive as major gainers were
Art Blanchard, Jesse Castanias, Al
Howlett, and Bill Cunnane.

A twelve yard aerial with but a
minute and a half of play remaining snatched victory from the
hands of the Bates Freshman, as
Bridgton Academy topped the Bobkittens 12-9 in a heartbreaker at
Garcelon last Friday.
Bates had maintained a narrow
2-0 margin for three periods, the
two points being registered when
Al Evans and Hal Cornforth broke
through to nail Bridgton's Chuck
Root behind the goal line.
Dave Kuhn pounced on a Bridgton fumble early in the fourth period and after runs by Perry and
Hamel, Ray Lindsy tossed to end
Hall Cornforth for a score. Tony
Rotundo converted to make it 9-0.
On the first play following the
kickofT, Bridgton made connections
on a 36 yard pass. Shortly afterwards, a Brown to DiBase aerial
was good for a touchdown.
Bridgton immediately assumed
possession of the ball when it recovered a fumble at midfield and
proceeded to the Bates 12 yard
line. A pass into the end zone was
good for a touchdown and a 12-9
triumph.
Joel Price

Leahey Returned IB Defeats Middle
In Time For Series For Campus Title

Tel. 83325

Opp. St. Joseph's Church

Under New Management
Completely Redecorated

MARY'S

BATES HOTEL

CANDY SHOP

162 MIDDLE STREET
Lewiston, Maine
235 MAIN ST.
Telephone 6400 for Banquets
and Private Parties

Experts in
PERMANENT WAVING
Cutting, Finger Waving and
All Lines of Beauty Culture
363 MAIN ST.

PH.ONE 406

JUST OFF THE CAMPUS . . . TO . . .

COOPER'S
SERVING THE BEST HAMBURGERS
HOT DOGS — FRIED CLAMS — FRENCH FRIES
w

OPEN DAILY AT 11 A. M.

5 SABATTUS ST.

PETE'S
VARIETY STORE

CHARLIE'S
SELF-SERVICE
LAUNDRY

418 Main Street

CLOTHES LAUNDERED
and DRIED

Pri

ed Clams — Sandwiches

Open Every Evening

"Everything You Want"

63 SABATTUS ST.

Arrow Ties and Shirts
entwood Sweaters
Bantamar Jackets

Br

Interwoven and Westminster Hosiery
Dobbs and Mallory Hats

CRONIN

&

ROOT

"Sell Good Clothes"
J5 Lisbon Street

Lewiston, Main*^

More people are s«cti*gCrWSlk* wer befool

LEWISTON

MAINE
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Maine Visits Garcelon In Game Dean Gauss Endorses
That Will\Decide Championship Stated Purpose 01CA
(Continued from page one)

"You are working along the only
line which is leading to the salvation of democracy," said Dean
Christian Gauss of Princeton University in speaking before the CA
cabinet meeting in the Chase Hall
Gov. Hildreth is seeking to organize Maine's volunteer fire-fight- lounge Nov. 5.
ing army into a permanent unit. In
Representing the Hazen Foundaaddition to the constant forest fire tion, the National Council on Remenace in the state, the volunteer ligion in Higher Education and the
army would also be used for un- American Council on Education,
forseeable catastrophies such as Dr. Gauss asserted that education
floods and earthquakes.
anchored in religious ethics is the
The Governor has wired Secre- only .means by which democracy
tary of National Defense James can be made to work.

Hildreih Seeks Special
Civil Emergency Unit

Lord, and Arnie Card's kid brother
Don who runs on the same pattern
as our last year's Garrfet star. Perhaps the only weak point in the
light blue is the lack of a top notch
passer of any consistency, though
ends Wing and Emerson make up
for the sometimes off center tosser.
Eck Allen has loads of material out
of which he has sifted a mighty
well rounded squad in his convincing bid for a series winner. The
Maine team will in all probability
be the toughest opponent man for
man that the Pondmen have faced Forrestal for anv plan which the
all season with the possible excep- government may have for such a
tion of Trinity.
unit in the event of a military emThe upset of the Garnet by Colby ergency. He thinks that such modlast Saturday has broken complete- ern means of warfare as guided
ly the figuring of the experts. Bates missiles present a threat of overwith a powerful line and dang'erous night destruction and make this
backs was a heavy pre-game favor- plan especially imperative.
ite. The Bobcats must win this one
The unit, according to Governor
to stay on top and get another
Hildreth, should be built around
notch on the Governor's trophy.
the war-time Civilian Defense OrBut win, lose or draw, it's finis to ganization, which was re-organized
another season of football here at
in the recent holocaust.
Bates. This year saw the home
team return minus one side of the
line, two backs, and reserves by Trinity Church rectory, 9 Curtis
graduation. There were crucial in- Street.
juries and despite all this the ball
club was remodeled and came back
under the able coaching of Ducky
and Ed to hold once again a position of football eminence and resoect. More than just clippings will
go out on the field Saturday, for
the boys will be out there for
Ducky, Ed. Bates, and their second
straight series title.

Philologia Club
The Philogia Club held its first
meeting of the year at 8:15, Tuesday, November 11, at room 6, Libbey Forum.

Miss Brown, professor of Latin
and
Greek, is the faculty advisor.
(Continued from page one)
Anyone who has taken these subAm an Anglo-Catholic". The Rev.
jects in college is invited to join
Mr. Sweetser is a graduate of Bowthe club.
doin College and has been minister
at the Auburn Episcopal Church
for ten years.

R. W. CLARK CO.

William Stringfellow. Canterbury
president, points out that all of the
club's meetings are open to interested students and faculty members.
Meetings are held at the

CHEMICALS

The

Lewiston
Shoe Hospital

PASTRY OF ALL KINDS
Opp. Post Office

Tel. 111S-M

(mus.

be taken by Congress) if the

t0

of the way in which the United
States is regarded abroad, unaware
of the chaos and decay with which
we are faced, and content to remain thus.
To the exfent that the World
Conference of Christian Youth is
contributing to the awakening pf
youth to the desperate urgency of
the present crisis, it has been justified.

(Continued f roni
braic-Christian dis
ened these same
notion., ,
forced them with :L
« i^
love, the brotherhoo,
the fatherhood oi <; . *
most elements of our'c '•,''*'
In summary. Dean r
"kit^n
„.-_ t
'ill
Man U,c
has more
'car f
passions than m "n th, ''»
conh
of Nature."
Since his arrival on
the
Wednesday, Dean (;aus.
peared before the l%\*
iilo *«
s

Religion Clubs. ,-, Q\
"bine,
ing, the faculty, R0.
Round Table and pj,j g
Language Club, and tn,"
Committee.

exceed $16 billion a$5 billion in pre.var ytar.
"We must avoid further
wage increases, cut federal
ditures, limit exports, anil
tight credit controi■ u> c
the rise in the cost

:

'■'■'■':-:-l'

SUNRISE SANDWICH SHOP
FRENCH FRIES

LOBSTER

FRIED CLAMS

HAMBURGERS |

HOT SANDWICHES

LOBSTER ST

57 ELM STREET

H A.M. to U|

COLLEGE STORE

"Where Bates Student* Go"

is tor

Guaranteed Workmanship

BIOLOGICALS
4

Registered Pharmacists

Highest Quality Material
MAIN ST. at BATES ST.

Bates Students

Phone 125

7 Sabattus St. - On the Square

Fountain Specials ...
DRAPER'S
BAKERY

NortonTaylor is nt charge

Dr.GaIUSS

Notice

Rachel Eastman, chairman of the
entertainment
committee,
introduced Latin and Greek charades,
twenty questions, and riddles. A
business discussion included dues
and the annual Christmas party.

DRUGS

Nancy

of organizing a irec
J
United States is to avoid a senous
service for Sampsonvil.e, according

a recent announcement by Nancy economic crash," Dr. Charles Ph.lHudson, chairman of the CA Cam ,ips declared before the Portland
pus Service Commission.
Rotary Club Friday.
Other recently appointed sub••No one has to be told," Dr. Phichairmen within the commission
lips continued, "that we are in the
and the activities of their committees are as follows: Arlene Bourne midst of a period of inflation. To
and Donald Tatnode, second-hand take a single example, wholesale
book agency: Nancy Johnson, pic- food prices have risen about 60%
ture-rental service; Glendon Colin the last 18 months.
lins and Arthur Knoll, men's in"Neither does it take much refirmary service; May Whitelaw,
women's infirmary service; Irene search to discover why prices are
filing, campus Christmas decora- rising. The simple fact is that there
tions; Clara Blodgett and Constance is too much purchasing power in
Stanley, faculty birthday cards.
relation to the goods available. Our
Collins and Knoll recently or- government expenditures are nearly
ality.
dered a subscription to Life magaWhat I have had to report has
$40 billion a year in contrast to an
zine for the men's infirmary.
been ugly. 1 would be less than
average of $6 billion during the
honest if I reported otherwise.
young and old. who are unaware 1930's. Our exports this year will

After a brief introduction Dean
Gauss threw the meeting open to
discussion of the problems which
the CA faces on the Bates campus.
Before the 31 leaders present, he
endorsed the association's stated
purpose of attempting to put Christian ethics into practice through its
The Oslo Conference changed
activities as "a good, sound basis" those who were its delegates. It
for such an organization.
enabled us tc see more realistically
and to face more sincerelv world
"There are three aspects of reproblems and conditions.
ligion," said Dr. Gauss, and he deThere are more than a few peofined these as the ethical system, ple who think that the con'.nence
worship, and dogma.
"You may
was a failure. They feel that it tailextend your functions as high up
ed to produce anything concrete.
that ladder as the particular situaThey came to Oslo expecting to
tion of your organization allows."
find a new code for individual conduct and a new system oi wmld
order.
They came expecting to
solve the problems. But the leal
failure was in themselves, for the
obstacles making such a program
Books which have not been sold
by the CA secondhand book agency improbable had not occurred to
because the editions are no longer them.
Oslo produced no new codes or
in college use are being returned to
system. I have not returned with
their owners on weekday afternoons
any solutions to the chaotic probat the CA office.
lems which confront us. But I have
Books which have not been re- returned convinced that the first
turned by Dec. 1 will be sold out- step toward the solution of these
side the college and the proceeds problems is the realization of the
given to the campus World Student mess we're in.
Service Fund drive.
There are many in our country.

Campus Clubs

This program will be the first of
two dealing with the question of
churchmanship. The series is designed to give students an opportunity to hear an accurate interpretation of the viewpoints of both
'"high" and "low" churchmen.

Olso
(Continued from page two)
derstand why there is no rationing
of food and clothing in America,
when he. and most of mankind,
have neither decent clothes nor
food.
Sending dollars and guns to bolster undemocratic governments in
Europe is hard for European students to reconcile with our claims
of being the champion of democracy and freedom in the world.
Even though, from our viewpoint,
these may not be rational excuses
for the rest of mankind to hate us.
and even though we hiv; made
sincere and generous efforts to assist the people of other lands, these
are the precise trends of thought
that foreign youth expressed to me.
Hungry, diseased, shivering people
are seldom concerned with ration-

President Fears

Announce Students To
Economic Chaos
Head Campus Services •Several political unpopular steps

IN COOL
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For INSTANT

Taxi Service

AIR CONDITIONED

PLEASANT SURROUNDINGS

Call

NICHOLS TEA ROOM

4040

162 LISBON STREET

LEWISTON, MAINE
Telephone 474-W

Radio Cabs
.

.

.

.

.

.

Bus Service

54 ASH STREET
STRAND THEATRE

EMPIRE THEATRE

Wed. & Thurs., Nov. 12, 13
"Lone Wolf in London" - Saunders
"Song of Scheherazade" - DeCarlo

Wed.-Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
Nov. 12, 13, 14, 15

Fri. & Sat., Nov. 14, IS
"The Red House"
Robinson
"Kobinhood of Mcntcry - Roland
Sun.-Mon.-Tues., Nov. 16, 17, 18
"Two Blondes and a Red Head"
Portir-Llyod
"Song of the Thin Man"
Powsll-Loy

THIS TIME FOR KEEPS
with Esther Williams and
Jimmy Durante
Sun.-Mon.-Tues.
Nov. 16, 17, 18
THAT HAZEN GIRL with
Shirlay Temple - Ronald Reagan

AUBURN THEATRE
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
Nov. 13, 14, 15
LAST OF THE REDMEN
with John Hall and
Michael O'Shea
Fri. & Sat. Only 5 Acts Vaudeville

For That . . .
EVENING SNACK

Ray's I.G.A. Store
Three minutes From Campus
95 ELM ST.

Sun.-Mon.-Tues.-Wed.
Nov. 16, 17, 18, 19
REPEAT PERFORMANCE
with Louis Hayward and
Joan Leslie

7:00 A. M. to 5:30 P. M.
Phone 1540-1541

ciordon's Restaurant

STERLING

/here The Food Is A>vay
Tasty and Good

By Towle, Gorham, Lunt,
Wallace and Reed-Barton
Prize Cups — Clocks

Famoui For

Fountain Pens - Billfolds
Expert Watch Repairing

Hot Pastromi Sandwiches
Eat With Max

"The Twin Cities' Number 1 Sports Store*
274 MAIN STREET — LEWISTON, MAINE
PHONE 281
Romeo E. Thibodeau Alfred J. Thibodeau Edrick H. Thibodeau

Laundry Mailing
Cases

BARNST0NE-0SG00D
Jewelers and Silversmiths
Lewiston
Maine

YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE

'COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE"

$1.95

LEWISTON TRUST CO.

PLUS TAX
Strong fibre construction,
water-repellant, with lacquered finish. Metal reinforced.

LEWISTON — MAINE

Sears, Roebuck and Co.
212 MAIN STREET

LEWISTON

ALWAYS MILDER
BETTER TASTING
COOLER SMOKING

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students
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